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Centum Scoring Test– 5 

Ln No. 1 to 6 

Economics  

Class XII std                                                                                        Marks : 90 

Part A 

Note : (i) Each questions carries one marks  

            (ii) answer all questions  

Choose the correct answer                                                                 20X1=20 

1. In the words of………..”what ever economics is concerned with,  the 

causes of material welfare as such” a)alfred marshall b) lionel robbins c) 

adam smith d) samuelson  

2. As …..says “we do not say the production of potatoes is economic 

activity and the production of philosophy is not”                                               

a) adam smith b) alfred marshall c) j.s. mill d) lionel robbins  

3. If you do not   …………………the time or means for anything else then you 

need not….anything                                                                                                   

a) money, satisfaction b) satisfaction, supply c) want, economic d)  

money, rate 

4. …………… between alternative is the basic principle underlying all 

economic activity                                                                                                     

a) supply b) demand c) choice d) means  

5. Lionel robbins and samuelson’s definition similar but samuelson goes a 

step further and discusses goods and services for………………..                        

a) present and future b) money and stock c) saving and investment d) 

exchange and distribution. 

6. The………….and………….in the economy and generally adjusted by the 

forces of demand are supply.                                                                               

A) welfare, maximum  b) shortages and surpluses c) money, tax d) 

benefit, loss  

7. Over production leads to………….in the market and hence depression                   

a) demand b) glut c) shortage d) supply  
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8. ………………..will not result in unemployment particularly in labour surplus 

economies                                                                                                                      

a) mechanization b) automation c) capitalism d) ALL THE ABOVE  

9. The first approach is known as….utility analysis                                                      

a) cardinal b) marginal c) marshallian d) all the above  

10. The law is based on a single commodity consumption mode                                  

a) law of DMU b) law of equi-marginal utility c) indifference curve d) 

returns to scale  

11. I so – quant curve is know as an ……………curve a) equal product b) 

unequal product c) vertical d) decline 

12. The demand curve does not change is position only change in demand 

due to ……………                                                                                                             

a) shortage b) supply c) price d) choice  

13. The demand for substitutes moves in the …………direction                                      

a) same b) equal c) opposite d) downward  

14. We can calculate the price elasticity of demand at a point on the …… 

demand curve                                                                                                              

a) Veblen b) gilffen c) linear d) parallel  

15. As the supply curves spin short period ………….. implying that supply can 

be increased by changing the variable input                                                               

a) inelastic d) elastic c) both d) all the above   

16. One who is ready to accept the …………becomes a successful 

entrepreneur                                                                                                                            

a) risk b) unentainitic c) dynamic d) innovation  

17. The condition  of producer’s equilibrium is                                                      

a) Q=bLa C1-a b) mux/px c) MRTSxy =px/py d)MRTSCL=  ∆ L/ ∆ C 

18. Internal economics of scale these are……………..kinds                                                  

a) 4 b) 6 c) 3 d) 5 

19. If a firm continues to grow  and increase beyond the optimum 

capacity……..scale operate                                                                                      

a) external economies b) internal diseconomies c) internal economies d) 

external diseconomies  

20. When…………is given to the produces, it will encourage then to produce 

and supply more                                                                                                        

a) shortage b) choice c) choose d) subsidy  
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Part B 

  Answer any seven questions in which question no 30 is compulsory    7x2=14 

21. Describe the relationship between economics, mathematics and statics. 

22. Explain the difference between value in-use and value – in – exchange. 

23. What are basic issues of any society? 

24. Is India a mixed economy? 

25. What are the causes of wants? 

26. What are the assumption of the law of demand? 

27. Differentiate the short period from the long period. 

28. Write a short note on market period. 

29. What is production function? And what are its classification? 

30. Draw the diagram production possibility curve . 

Part C 

    Answer any seven question in which question no 40 is compulsory   7x3=21 

31. What are the merits of socialist economy? 

32. Mention the limitations of law of equi-marginal utility. 

33. Draw and explain the consumer’s equilibrium with the help of 

indifference map. 

34. Explain the types of elasticity of demand? 

35. Explain the law of supply with the help of supply schedule. 

36. Explain the shift in supply with diagram. 

37. Explain the merits of division of labour. 

38. Explain the producer’s equilibrium  

39. Explain the features of socialism. 

40. Draw a diagram exceptions of law of demand and explain diagram. 

Part D  

Answer all the question                                               7X5=35 

41. Discuss the relationship between economics are other social science. 

(or) explain the main division of economics 

42. Explain “mixed economy” in detail (or) what is mixed economy? What 

are the feature of mixed economy. 

43. Define consumer surplus. Explain the importance and criticism. (or) 

indifference curve approach – explain. 
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44. Explain the time periods and price fixation. (or) write a short note on 

excess supply and excess demand. 

45. Describe the kinds of economics of scale. (or) explain the kinds of 

internal economics of scale. 

46. Describe the function of an entrepreneur. (or) explain the three phase 

return to scale. 

47. Discuss the nature of importance of economic laws cause. (or) explain 

the proportion of indifference with diagrams. 

 

“Success in pure hard work endowed with patience” 
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